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Port Douglas and Daintree is the only place on Earth where two World Heritage Listed jewels, the 
Great Barrier Reef and Daintree Rainforest meet. Port Douglas is a vibrant, yet relaxed seaside village 
and the ideal base for travellers to explore the regions natural wonders. 

where rainforest meets the reef



visitportdouglasdaintree.com

YOUR NEW NEIGHBOR – THE GREAT BARRIER REEF 

Port Douglas and Cape Tribulation are the closest departure points to 
experience some of the most spectacular dive and snorkel sites of the 
Great Barrier Reef. With over 15 boats departing daily the snorkel and 
scuba diving options are endless. Snorkel the calm lagoon of idyllic Low 
Isles or fly high above the coral reef with a helicopter experience. 

ANCIENT & MESMERISING – THE DAINTREE RAINFOREST 
The oldest living rainforest is situated on the doorstep of Port Douglas. 
Explore underneath the ancient rainforest canopy or discover crystal-
clear rainforest streams with a paddle board or river drift experience. For 
unrivalled views, take a cable car high above the canopy or do your best 
Tarzan and Jane impression ziplining through the trees! 

DINING DELIGHTS 
Locally sourced seafood and produce are the regions specialty. For the 
budding chef, find the freshest produce at the Mossman and Port Douglas 
markets. Explore the region by day and tantalize your taste buds by night, 
dining al fresco at one of the 60 eateries waiting to delight you with a 
menu reflecting our tropical lifestyle.

DREAMTIME DISCOVERY 

Gain a deeper understanding of the Kuku Yalanji culture, the traditional 
owners of this land, through dreamtime stories under the stars at  
Australia’s only rainforest dining experience or a guided walk at Mossman 
Gorge. Embrace your creative side in an indigenous art workshop and 
take home your own hand-crafted memento.

WILDLIFE WONDER 

Meet Australia’s most iconic animals at our world class wildlife attractions. 
Cuddle a koala, hand feed a kangaroo or wallaby or be wowed at one of 
Australia’s best crocodile attack shows. Explore some of the worlds rarest 
species in their natural habitat with a nature tour. The Daintree Rainforest is 
home to over 430 bird species as well as 65% of bat and butterfly species.
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Port Douglas located just 60 kilometres north of Cairns International Airport along the 
picturesque Great Barrier Reef Drive is an Australian jewel. This is the quintessential 
Australian destination boasting endless beaches, delicious dining, friendly locals and 
a plethora of accommodation options surrounded by world class reef and rainforest 
experiences. The natural beauty and warm, balmy climate attracts visitors all year 
round. 
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